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Change the perception Wanhua , Taipei ,Taiwan
SITE

Wanhua district is one of the most popular tourist destinations.
Here is well-known as developed traditional.

SITE

CLIMATE SECTION DIAGRAM

1.Housing 2.Gentle slope 3.Air 4.Light 5.Green garden 6.Market
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In Taiwan, to build an additional living 
units on the roofs became a very popular way 
how to increase living space. 
Anyway most of them are illegal buildings.
It is a common for Taiwanese human have 
illegal additions built into the roof top. 
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1.Housing
2.Long-Shan Temple
3.Plaza
4.Vagrant
5.Site intersection
6.Store
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Roof structure

Wooden structure
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DESIGN PROCESS

STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE

PLAN

Light support Regular steel

Fence steel

Grass

Light support

Floor structure

Age Percentage

24% Adult

61% Elderly

15% Youth

Each adult person have to 
burden two elderly / 
juvenile population .

Education Level
24% University

11% College

30% High School

17% Elementary 

18% Below

Low levels of education 
directly affects the 
employment rate .

Low-income population
19.6% Wanhua District

12.7% Wenshan District

10.8% Shihlin District

11.3% Beitou District

The highest percentage of low-
income areas in Taipei .
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Plants and green roofs not only reduce 
the urban temperatures,but also improve 
the air quality.

Light structure system offers high 
flexibility so the residents can change 
the space division by themselves.

1.2.3.Vertical space increase the light and ventilation. 

The 2-4th floor provide many different 
kinds of living units. 

Rising the floor height to provide 
multi-functions.

The steel grille floor slabs enable 
sunlight  to come inside. 

The complex provides several spaces for 
gardening.

The main core for vertical circulation.
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3.

4.

5.
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1.

Use trusses construction, a simple construction method for non-professionals can build their 
own unit in short time.

Original capacity 214 people, 3.2 sq m/person.
New capacity 778 people, 8.9 sq m/person.

After the re-planning, each space becomes larger to accommodate more people and make more 
efficient use of space. 

“Wanhua district＂is one of the famous Taipei＇s tourist attractions.
The density of population is high so the urban organization is 
complicated. The site has a mixed use - commercial with residential 
functions.
    
“Long-Shan Temple＂ is a central point of the site. The temple with 
its surroundings was one of the first inhabited sites in Taipei.
Nowadays it is not just a popular tourist attractions but 
unfortunately also a home for a lot of homeless and poor people.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Proposed site for housing and market. Several small public places and gardens 
are integrated into the housing system.

Green surfaces reduce temperature and air 
pollution in the community.  

Elevate the housing to create an open 
market. 

Make the upper volume porous to let 
the air and sunlight come into the 
market place. 

Generous with the large balconies it of fers to each and every apartment, 
allowing residents to engage with the surrounding.
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